
What to do if Someone Falls 
If you come across someone who is on the floor and appears to have fallen… 

• Your first instinct is to rush over to them and grab them by the arm and pull them up!  
• Resist that urge. You could make injuries worse or hurt yourself 
• This is what to do instead: 

1. Stop! 
2. Stay calm! 

• Reassure them that you are there to help 
3. Assess the situation –are there any hazards around?  

• Are there rugs or items that you could trip over as well?  
4. Check if they have hurt themselves 

• Ask them if they are hurt. 
• If they have hit their head, call an ambulance (911)  

5. Make them comfortable  
• Provide a pillow or blanket for them if they are on the floor 

6. Give them time. Talk calmly and be reassuring (even if you are feeling nervous yourself  )  
7. “Talk them up”-Talk them through getting up themselves (if they are not injured) 

• Knees up, arm extended and roll over onto side 
• Push self up on elbow. Get on to knees 
• Stand with assist of furniture (crawl over to it if need to) 
• Go slow!  
• Sit for a minute once in the chair or couch 
• Maybe offer them a cup of tea  

8. Ask if they want you to call anyone for them 
 

How to Get Up from a Fall  
1. Stay calm – 
2. try not to move for a minute to assess if you are injured—move your hand, feet, arms and legs 
3. if no injuries, slowly roll onto your side—rest 
4. slowly push up into a crawling position and crawl on your hands and knees to a sturdy piece of 

furniture (chair, couch)  
5. slowly place your hands on furniture 
6. supporting yourself with the chair or furniture, bring your strongest leg up to a 90 degree angle 

by putting that foot flat on the ground. . the other leg is in kneeling position.  
7. Slowly push up to standing  
8. Slowly turn and lower yourself to chair  
9. Rest 

What if you are Injured?  

1. Stay calm and check what parts are injured 
2. If you have an emergency medical alert device or cell phone, call family member or 911. Tell them 

about your injuries 
3. Make yourself as comfortable as possible –pillow or blanket 
4. If no medical alert device, start yelling. If you can’t yell, grab something to bang on floor or 

furniture to make noise  



Balance Basics 
The most supportive and stable stance is feet hip width apart, with toes pointed forward. Any change 
from this –standing with feet together, on one foot or tandem stance (heel of front foot to toe of back 
foot) for example—provides an instability which helps to challenge and therefore improve balance.  

Whenever you stand and work on balance, keep these principles in mind: 

• Stand tall and look forward with eyes up 
• Keep shoulders down 
• Keep core tight—this means pulling belly button in  
• Have something beside you to support you—hold with one hand, or 2 or 3 fingers. 
• Breathe! 

Some beginning balance moves. All of these can be repeated 5 times and up to twice per day: 

1. Stand with feet hip width apart –relax, breathe 
2. Stand with feet together 
3. Stand with feet together and close eyes –hold for 5 seconds 
4. Stand with feet together, eyes open and turn head slightly to the left, then to the right, then 

down.  
5. Tandem stance—one foot slightly ahead of the other. The goal is to eventually have feet ‘heel to 

toe’. Hold and repeat with other foot in front  
6. Tandem walk—walk slowly forward and then back 
7. Stand with feet together and slide one foot forward with toe on ground until toe is pointed 

ahead of you—hold. Repeat on other side 
8. Standing with feet together—raise one Leg behind you   
9. Standing with feet together—raise leg to the side, then to the other side 
10. Slow march—raise legs slowly 
11. Weight shift -stand with feet hip width apart and shift weight slowly from side to side  
12. Same arm/ leg raise 
13. Opposite arm / leg raise 
14. Rise up on toes (can hold on at first and then do without holding on  
15. Sitting –lean forward and reach (make yourself slightly off balance). Repeat this to the left side 

and then the right side. 


